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1. Reflections on overall progress during your final year

1

1.1. Please give us an overview of what has happened over the past year and whether you feel you were able to deliver the plans you had for this year (400 words max.) We

August 2020 marks the end of project ‘’Transform the livelihood of 900 subsistence farmers in Rural Uganda, Kyankwanzi district’’ This was a three years project which sta
outstanding challenges experienced during the last six months of the project due to the outbreak of COVID-19 and its effects on the project implementation.

According to Uganda Bureau of Statistics (Poverty Maps of Uganda, 2019), Kyankwanzi is one of the poorest district in Central Uganda, where about 19% of the population liv
(100M, 800F); but have worked with 955 households (100M,855F), facilitating them to engender self-help sustainable mechanisms to become food and income secure and in
cultural traditions and societal barriers which discriminate, marginalise and stereotype women, ultimately contributing power balance between men and women and wome
Overall, the project has been on track, with most of the core objectives exceeding the targets:

1. Farmers increase agriculture productivity: As a result of training farmers in several best agronomic skills, integrated pest controls and postharvest handling, target hous
diversified production and adopted kitchen gardening skills to produce vegetables in order to boost their nutrition.
2. Increases in household income, assets and land resources: Increased production and savings have resulted into increased income which have grown gradually for farmers
While 19.8% compared to 28% who still earn < $1. The increase in household incomes has also supported household nutrition through procurement of supplementary foo
energy products like solar panels, motorcycles, household equipment, radios and T.Vs, mobile phones, plots of land and construction of permanent houses.

3. Households improve food security: Following from increased productivity and adoption of kitchen gardens, household dietary intake have improved both in quantity and
carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins and fats. Further, households report improved health and persistence in engaging in production because they “eat enough balanced mea

4. Women farmers experience an increase in financial empowerment and decision-making: With increase in production, farmers have organised themselves into cooperat
Gender, Action, Learning and Systems methodologies (GALS), women and men have appreciated effective control over lives which has contributed to addressing power issu
equitable decisions-women participating in key decision making. Through conducting gender awareness trainings and women economic empowerment strides during proje
community decisions. 78% of target women have gained more autonomy in household decision making on domestic issues; 171 women have taken leadership positions and
out and expressed interest to stand for various elective political positions as councillors to local governments.

1.2. Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats

Last year you told us about the opportunities and threats you had identified for the coming year, and told us how you
would respond to them (please copy the appropriate text from the previous year’s report).
Opportunities:
Completion of the construction of storage facilities will enable farmers to realise more income from their agricultural
production through collective bulking and storage, price negotiations and group marketing.
Since organising farmers groups into fully functional cooperatives resulted in successful activity implementation,
members will continue to be encouraged to join the cooperatives to maximize benefits that arise from having a common
voice to advocate for improved agriculture policies, collective bulking, marketing, pricing of produce, and fundraising in
form of savings, shares and membership fees.
The interest and good will from the women, men and local leaders and continued participation in the program is key for
the project to continue successfully.

In the next 12 months ARUWE will carry out MEL capacity building and enhance their staff’s skills sets to enable the
successful development of the MEL system and for it to be adapted in their other organisational programs.
Threats:


As land rights violations are rampant there is a need for the government offices to support and protect the women from
eviction which would hinder the project’s progress and development.
There are frequent price fluctuations. At the beginning of the season 1Kg of maize cost UGX 500 but at harvesting time
1Kg of maize cost UGX 200. This results in lower volumes of produce traded hence lower incomes and non-profitability of
the agribusinesses.

Adverse weather and drastic climatic conditions, late rains, droughts, and flooding due to elongated rainy seasons are
common in the project area, resulting in loss of income for the farmers.
Late disbursement of loan funds affects the women negatively as they are not in position to access credit/seed loans
and cultivate at the right time. This results in failure of the farmers to reimburse loans in time to the microfinance
institution and/or their VSLAs
Looking back at those opportunities and threats, please update us on what has happened over the last 12 months
What have been the strengths and successes for your project? (150 words max)
Farmers formed 30 self-help VSLAs, which have provided immediate community banking solutions to rural communities
– enabling members to develop a saving culture and access to revolving microcredits (given from the savings) in order to
meet quick domestic needs and investments; currently owning total saving portfolio worth Ush97,000,000 an average of
107,777 per farmer. Farmers are further organised in 3 bigger farmer cooperative associations with a full-fledged store
supporting collective bulking and marketing which has enabled the members to enjoy the economies of scale. 38
Community Agriculture Trainers (CATs) remain a strong community structure to continually support the farmers in best
farm practices as well as mobilising individual farmers to bulk and sell in the cooperative. Integrating men in the project
has promoted buy-in on the part of men to further support women’s empowerment. The above, coupled with our
collaborations with local government structures are important strides to ensuring sustainability of the interventions
beyond 3 years.
What have been the weaknesses and challenges for your project? (150 words max)
We have continually battled with adverse and intermittent weather patterns, which have affected production. Lying in a
semi-arid and cattle corridor, Kyankwanzi District is very prone to longer drought and flash floods during heavy rains. The
combination of both are common phenomena in the district, which also affected farmers throughout the project.
Secondly, we have encountered four major hiccups with the cooperative model: i) lack of means to transport produce to
cooperative store; iii) cooperatives delay sales yet farmers need to access capital to catch up with the next season, iv)
lack of stable markets, and v) Limited and delayed access to loans to farmers due to delays in repayment by the farmers
who took loans in that season. These are pertinent issues that can undermine the effectiveness and efficiency of the
cooperatives and later on their sustainability.

2. Reflections on the whole grant
2.1. Please tell us what have been the most significant achievements over the life time of this grant (400 words max.)
Overall, there are six most significant achievements which ARUWE and the communities celebrates as a result of the project:

1. Communities have become food secure. 77% of the target communities are able to access at least three meals per day compared to (66%) at baseline, eating enough eac
increased their productivity and household investment in assets and income generating activities.

2. Over and above food production, farmers have excesses which they sell to earn incomes. As a result, absolute poverty is reducing among the communities. During baselin
members above the poverty line has steadily increased 25% earn between $1-2 (compared to 55% during baseline), while those earning more than $2 are 64.8% (compared

3. Women have worked hard during the project to ensure household food and income security. As a result of their contribution, their bargaining power in determining majo
traditional stereotypes that often marginalised women to realising that women have big potentials if given opportunities and empowered. Overall, over three quarters of th
Men are steadily also becoming strong allies and ambassadors in fighting the rights and empowerment of women.
4. The VSLA component of the project is also a very big achievement in the project. Communities were trained and have adopted a sustainable saving culture. Through the

5. Communities have further transcended from individual marketing to collective marketing. In doing so, they have successfully managed to eliminate exploitative middlem
sell at higher prices.

6. Following from increased household food security, income security and women empowerment, households have improved standards of living, which is manifest in impro

2.2. What are you most proud of from the grant? This could be anything related to a key success that you think is important for your organisation or the sector, the differenc

We are very proud of the empowerment which women gave gained as a result of this grant. Women have been trained in best agronomic practices which have enabled the
access, control and access productive resources such as land and livestock, compared to the baseline where women only owned and managed household utensils such as sa
addition, women are able to manage and balance their time between production and household chores, and are able to translate their household work into monetary value
between men and women, with men seeking women’s participation and consent in decision making, or many tomes men delegate decision making to women.

Further, women are able to allocate part of their incomes towards their personal effects and welfare such as buying new clothes and shoes, plating their hair and buying co

Women’s participation and leadership in VSLAs and cooperative associations are also women empowerment aspect we are proud of in this grant. Women have exhibited tr

Very interestingly, men are becoming great and ambassadors for women empowerment as a result witnessing the women’s potentials which have been explored from thei

2.3. Did you achieve what you had hoped over the lifetime of the grant? If you did, what were the key factors underpinning this? If not, what key factors prevented this? (35
Looking at the indicators, we achieved on what we hoped for from the project:
-We promoted two major crops (maize and beans) as planned but also trained farmers in other the best agronomic practices for other crops as well.
-The average production of maize over three years was 1504kgs against the target of 1500kgs.

-Resulting from production, households have had improved nutrition and gained incomes to cater for other household needs including buying of assets. Household incomes

-We have also achieved on women empowerment. We built the capacities of women in saving, leadership and decision making enabling over 200 women to take leadership
confidence to influence household and community decisions.

The key factors that underpin the successes above include: hardwork and commitment from both the communities to improvement their welfare and the staff from ARUWE
staff to build the capacities of the community members. The wide range of approaches and models used during the project delivery – VSLA, cooperatives, GALS, PESA, CREA
part of men to support women empowerment.
-However, we did not make it for production of beans (average 496kgs against target of 1000kgs) and accordingly the sales; and we also failed to meet the target for maize
production to ensure that households retain adequate food to take them through until the next harvest.
2.4. How sustainable do you think the changes you have achieved will be and how have you tried to build sustainability into the changes? (300 words max)

During project planning and delivery, ARUWE was deliberate to ensure that this intervention is sustainable beyond the project’s life time. We believe that the achievements

-We built a pool of local trainers (CATs), who are worked hand in hand with the field extension workers to train the farmers. CATs are themselves farmers and live within th

-VSLAs and cooperatives are also key sustainability structures animated within the project. Having witnessed the advantages enshrined within these structures, communitie

-In the project, we included men for buy-in especially on the aspects of women’s rights and empowerment. These have become allies and ambassadors on popularising wom

-Working hand in hand with local government structures across all the levels of the project was deliberate to ensure that government takes over and consolidates the achie
and during that process we shall handover the project to local government structures to continue following the VSLAs, cooperatives and CATs.

2.5. What key lessons will you take from this grant into any future work? These lessons could be related to operational matters, partnership working, project planning and im

We have learnt that production may not be easily sustained when farmers solely rely on rain-fed agriculture as due to rampart climate changes, seasons have changes and ha
to produce throughout the year, regardless whether it rains or not.

Inclusion of men and local leaders during project delivery has been a key milestone in fostering buy-in on the part of the men and local leaders. Men and local leaders who p
women’s rights and economic empowerment.

Communities have appreciated that when women acquire incomes, the standards of living for their homes and marital relationships improve if both the husbands and wife a
many gaps and relieved men in household financing, including providing some personal support to men such as buying clothes for them. On realising this, some requested t

As VSLA savings are growing, the amounts may overwhelm and risk the safety of the treasurers. Hence, we need to rethink on VSLA approach and possibly link them to mob

2.6. What are your plans for this project or work in future? (350 words maximum) Please tell us if you have plans to continue the work funded and if so, how you plan to dev
here.

Whereas we shall officially handover the sustainability structures (CATs, VSLAs, Cooperatives, men amabssadors, etc…) to the local government structures, we shall also, wo
District. Currently, we a health project running the same district until next year. We shall optimise our staff capacity to check on consolidate the achievements realised in th

We also acknowledge that the farmers have running loans from Community Fund MFI. We shall link the MFI to the district and sub counties to support loan recovery and ul

Looking the cooperatives as key production motivators, we shall be searching for other business development partners to support the cooperatives, especially to enable the
risk analysis and management.

3. What has changed as a result of your work?
3.1. Achievement of outcomes
Outcome 1
Outcome statement – from start-up form

Number-based (quantitative) indicators
Numbers benefitting this year
Indicator

1
a
1
b

Baseline

Overall
project
target

Total

M

F

Gender
defined
different
ly
0

Numbers benefitting since
the start of the project
Tot M F
Gender
al
defined
different
ly
955 10 95 0
0
5
Maize 1504kg
0
Beans 496kg

Number of crops grown 6
2
309
36
27
by farmers
3
Volume of crops grown Maize
Maize
Maize 1370kg
0
by farmers per season
222kg
1500kg
Beans 517
(disaggregated by crop
Beans
Beans
variant)
107kg
1000kg
1 Volume of crops traded
Maize
Maize 1000kg
0
Maize 1048kg
0
c by farmers per season
1200kg
Beans 300kg
Beans 337kg
(disaggregated by crop
Beans
variant)
700kg
Narrative-based (qualitative) indicators
Satisfaction with skills acquired by farmers
1
d The change you
By the end of the project, 80% farmers are satisfied with the skills acquired as a result of
expected to observe
participating in the project. This shows a 14% increment from 66% in Y1.

over the life of the
project
What change have you
seen over the life of the
project (100 words max)

During Y3, we added 309 new beneficiaries (36M, 273F) giving a total of 955
beneficiaries (100M, 855F) for the three years. Farmers were trained in various best
agronomic practices including: land preparation, line planting and spacing, mulching,
contour farming, intercropping, integrated pest management, postharvest handling and
compost, among others. These trainings were delivered by CATs and project staff with
support from community extension workers at the district and sub counties. Trainings
were delivered both in groups and on individual farms. Farmers adopted different skills:
mixed cropping-83%, line planting-67%, mulching-52%, compost-24%, terracing and
trenching-22%, integrated pest management-14% and other skills.
Farmers confidence with their ability to access to markets
The change you
By the end of the project, three quarters of farmers have confidence that they can easily
expected to observe
access markets, mostly as a result of enrolment, bulking and collective marketing
over the life of the
through cooperative associations which attract bigger buyers and higher prices.
project

1
e

What change have you
seen over the life of the
project (100 words max)

From start-up form
The change you
1f expected to observe
over the life of the
project

Before project intervention, Individual farmers have always been selling their produce at
the ransom of middlemen, who retain the discretion to determine prices. Often, they
were offering very low prices, exploiting the farmers. Running a “kangaroo” business
style, middlemen are always very quick to ascertain which famers have harvested, and
offer very low prices (sometimes in advance) riding on their ignorance. Having adopted
best agronomic skills, farmers have increased production and this created another need
to market their produce at better prices. Consequently, have enrolled in cooperative
associations where they have bulked and enjoyed economies of scale as a result of
marketing together.
From start-up form

What change have you
seen over the life of the
project (100 words max)
Looking at the data you have across your indicators, what have you achieved against this outcome and what learning
does this give you about the effectiveness of your approach or the issue the outcome is addressing? (300 words max)

The average target for maize was realized by 100%; while we achieved 50% on beans. However, we achieved on building
farmers’ capacities and influencing them to adopt improved farming techniques (83% adoption) and succeeded to
exclude exploitative middlemen by forming cooperatives and enabling the famers to bulk and sell directly to medium
size businessmen thereby increasing bargaining power for better prices (prices increased by 23%). Y1 was the best year
for the farmers in terms of production. During Y3, farmers were affected by:
- Unpredictable and intermittent weather patterns – in one season (September – December 2019) we
realised excessive rains causing waterlogging and subsequently subjecting crops to withering and rotting.
In another season (March – June 2020), crops were hit by drought a flooring stage leading to low
production.
- The COVID 19 factor also disempowered farmers as it compounded by an intensive lockdown which
created anxiety among the communities. Restriction of movements meant that staff could hardly
conduct outreaches, farmers would not access distant gardens and neither could they access shops to
buy inputs.
That said, we also believe that somehow we need to change our approaches as follows:
- We need to transcend rain-fed agriculture and rethink on making innovations towards small and medium
sized irrigation schemes to mitigate issues of drought and support farmers to produce throughout the
year, and not wait for the rain seasons which have predominantly become unpredictable.
- Integrate animal husbandry (cattle, goats, sheep and pigs) and poultry in order to ensure that farmers
have constant access to organic manure for soil replenishment and sustainability.
CATs tremendously supported the farmers to cope with the changing weather patterns, and continually supported the
farmers during the lockdown.

Outcome 2
Outcome statement – from start-up form
Number-based (quantitative) indicators
Numbers benefitting this year
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2 Number of
a households
earning over
$365 ($2/day)
from their
farms per
farming season
(6 month
period.)

>$2 (196 HHs)
>=$1
and<$2(647HH)
<$ 1(333 HH)

>$2
(750
)

>$2 64.8%
(200HH)
>= $
1 and < $2 –
25%(77HH)
< $ 1 10.2%
(32HH)

2
3
6
8
4

1
7
7
9
3
2

0

>$2 44.3%
(423)

44
40

>= $ 1 and
< $2 –
35.9%(343
HH)

16

< $ 119.83%
(189)

2 Percentage of
27.9%
100 94.3% (291)
3 2 0
86% ( 821)
86
b households
%
4 5
reporting
7
increased
ownership of
assets
2 Number of
Male 365 HH
900 92.3% (285 HH)
3 2 0
89.6% (856 90
c households
Female 681 HH
3 5
HH)
whose levels of
2
savings from
agriculture
income
increases.
(disaggregated
by male and
female headed
households)
Narrative-based (qualitative) indicators
Perceptions of farmers regarding changes to living standards
2
Farmers’ perceptions indicate that their standards of living have systematically
d The change
you expected
improved as a result of the project from 55% in Y1 to 78% in Y3.

3 0
7
9
3
0
7

1
6
9
7 0
3
5

7 0
6
6

to observe
over the life of
the project
What change
have you seen
over the life of
the project
(100 words
max)

78% of the farmers are happy with their improved standards of living, which is
manifest in improved nutrition and health, increased household incomes and assets,
and improved houses and domestic sanitation and hygiene. 183 (19.2%) farmers
have improved their home living conditions (cemented floors, plastered houses,
changed roofs from grass to iron sheets and constructed permanent houses). In
addition, 822 (86%) farmers have improved their latrine facilities and put in place
other household basic hygiene facilities such as dish racks, compost pit, hand
washing facilities and separate shelters for animals among others. Further, 115
farmers have installed solar lighting in their homes, 759 (79.5%farmers own animals
(cows, goats and pigs).
Perceptions of farmers confidence to meet their income needs
The change
As a result of the intervention, the confidence levels of the farmers to meet their
you expected
income needs has systematically risen from 69% in Y1 to 89% in Y3.
to observe
over the life of
the project
2
By the end of the project, 89% farmers are very confident that they can easily meet
e What change
have you seen their income needs. Firstly, farmers have increased opportunities for higher earnings
over the life of from their produce as a result of selling through cooperatives. Secondly, with
the project
farmers saving in VSLAs, their savings attract 10% interest per annum from the
(100 words
revolving loans given to members. In addition, farmers have easy access to quick and
max)
affordable loans from VSLA and Community Fund MFI for investment, further
increasing their opportunities to meet their income needs.
From start-up form
The change
From start-up form
2 you expected
f to observe
over the life of
the project

What change
have you seen
over the life of
the project
(100 words
max)
Looking at the data you have across your indicators, what have you achieved against this outcome and
what learning does this give you about the effectiveness of your approach or the issue the outcome is
addressing? (300 words max)
From data matrices above, it is observable that farmers have increased incomes, increased assets and
increased savings. Subsequently, farmers have increased their standards of living and can easily and
consistently meet their household needs with increased incomes. Therefore, there has been good progress
in realising this outcome. This also tells us that the approaches we used were effective to deliver this
outcome:
- Target communities are far from formal banks (over 50km) and so lack experiences of
dealing with banks. This is compounded by high illiteracy levels which causes ignorance and
anxiety among farmers when it comes to formal banking sector. Hence, the VSLA approach
has been very effective to introduce the farmers to savings and microcredit opportunities.
The farmers have appreciated and have adopted this model. Within the project, we have
organised farmers in 30 VSLAs, which in total have a saving portfolio worth Ushs97,000,000.
The VSLA have been very effective to take members savings and disburse quick revolving
loans to members to meet their household need and for investment, while also
strengthening social cohesion among the community members.
- Gradually, we have introduced the farmers to formal banking services through working with
Community Fund MFI, which managed the revolving loan fund which was provided within
the project. Community Fund MFI reached out to the farmers and disbursed the loans to
617 farmers’ in their homes. Therefore, the farmers did not have to move to the MFI offices
which are located over 50km away from the communities. Beyond the revolving loans
provided for by the project, 8 farmers received individual/personal loans from the MFI. Our
field officers worked hand in hand MFI to recover the loans and revolve them among other

-

farms. We shall continue to follow up on this to ensure that the revolving fund continues to
circulate among the framers even beyond the project. Currently, the revolving fund has
circulated among 65% of the farmers, giving out an average of Ush300,000 (Ush100,000
smallest loan, Ush1,000,000 biggest loan).
The formation of cooperatives is another approach which supported farmers to realise
better prices from their produce. Through cooperatives, farmers bulked and marketed
together, increasing the prices by 23%.

Outcome 3
Outcome statement – from start-up form
Number-based (quantitative) indicators
Numbers benefitting this year
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c food insecurity
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3(66%)

2.1
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1/2) =14%
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3 meals (77%)238 HH
2 meals (21%)-65
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4
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d

2
8

2
1
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6 0
5
8
1
7
9
1
7

3.65

2
8

2
1
0

0

Food
secure =

77

6 0
5
8

Food insecure
without hunger
(score 3/4) =20%
Food insecure with
hunger [moderate]
(score 5/6) =34%
Food insecure with
hunger [severe]
(score 7/8)=32%

secu
re
(sco
re
1/2)
=10
0%

Food insecure
without hunger
19% (59 HH)
Food insecure
with hunger
[moderate]
= 4% (12 HH)
Food insecure
with hunger
[severe] 0%

7
5
2
1
1
1

77% (735
HH)
Food
insecure
without
hunger
19% (181
HH)
Food
insecure
with
hunger
[moderate]
= 4% (38
HH)
Food
insecure
with
hunger
[severe] 0%

19
1
6
2

4

Narrative-based (qualitative) indicators
Perception of farmers’ satisfaction in their family’s health
3 The change
d you expected
to observe
over the life of
the project

Farmers’ confidence about their families’ health dropped in Y3, especially during the
last six months mainly due to uncertainties about the COVID pandemic.

3
4

What change
have you seen
over the life of
the project
(100 words
max)

Farmers have improved nutrition, improved sanitation and hygiene, and have
incomes to meet basic medical care, and have acquired knowledge in best nutrition
practices. This has improved the health or the farmers and their children, reduced
diseases and the expenditure on treatment. Improvement in nutrition has helped a
lot the farmers living with HIV/AIDS to boost their immunity. However, the anxiety
about COVID 19 and the long distances to health centres still challenge the
communities.
Perceptions of farmers’ confidence to meet their household food needs
The change
you expected
to observe
over the life of
the project
What change
3 have you seen
e over the life of
the project
(100 words
max)

Farmers’ confidence to meet their household food needs has consistently increased
from 70.3% in Y1 to 78% in Y3

As a result of training in best agronomic practices, farmers have consistently
produced in excess. This has enabled them to have adequate food for household
consumption and sold off the excess through cooperative associations. The sales
have further enabled them to buy other foods they do not produce at their homes so
as to supplement their diets. Training in farmers in nutrition has also further
supported them to grow as much food as they and limit purchases from the market
to the food items that they cannot produce in their homes. Farmers have adopted
kitchen gardening and are producing vegetables (for vitamins and fibre) in addition
to maize (for carbohydrates) and beans (for proteins). In addition, some farmers
grow other crops such cassava and matooke basically for food security, and rear
chicken for eggs and meat.
From start-up form
The change
From start-up form
3 you expected
f to observe
over the life of
the project

What change
have you seen
over the life of
the project
(100 words
max)
Looking at the data you have across your indicators, what have you achieved against this outcome and
what learning does this give you about the effectiveness of your approach or the issue the outcome is
addressing? (300 words max)
Looking at the data across the indicators for this outcome, we have achieved food security. Farmers have
significantly improved on the number of meals, quantities and quality of foods they consume in their
households every day. In Y2, we had issues with some farmers who were taking less meals, not because they
were lacking enough food to eat, but because of ignorance on basic nutrition tips and others by choice.
Many of these have, however, picked up after being trained in best nutrition practices. Accordingly, this tells
us that our approaches were effective in meeting this outcome:
- We approached the project by supporting increased productivity and production, first and
foremost, to ensure that farmers produce enough food for household consumption and sell
the excess to earn incomes to supplement their diets and also meet other domestic needs
such as buying assets, pay school fees and scholastic materials, meet medical bills and
support other household investments. We ensured that farmers only sold the excess after
taking off enough food that would sufficiently feed the household until the next season (see
data for outcome 1).
- Secondly, maize and beans was promoted to ensure constant supply of carbohydrates and
proteins, respectively. The approach was enriched by promoting kitchen gardens and
growing vegetables to ensure that households access vitamins.
- In addition, we sensitized farmers to buy cows from their sales of excess production so as
to have constant supply of milk, as well as rearing chicken for eggs and meat; and for organic
manure
- We further consolidated our approach by training farmers in best nutrition practices,
enabling them to prioritise good feeding (taking adequate food calories and balanced diet)

above anything else such as compromising household nutrition for incomes or longer hours
working in the fields.
As a result of the improved nutrition, there is manifest improvement in farmers’ and children’s health and
corollary increase of farmers’ productivity.

Outcome 4
Women farmers experience increased financial empowerment and decision making
Number-based (quantitative) indicators
Numbers benefitting this year
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1
8
8

0

69.8%-667
HH
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6 0
5
6

Female Household
Head 15%
Male & Female
Household Heads 27%

Male Household
Head- 59%
Female Household
Head -14%
Male & Female
Household Heads 25%

70

5 0
9
7

4 Number of
29
29
c women
farmers who
are elected to
a titled
position of
leadership
within the 3
farming
cooperatives,
farming groups
or local
community
structures
Narrative-based (qualitative) indicators
Women’s confidence to speak up at household level and in community meetings
The change
Women have consistently increased their confidence and are able to raise their
you expected
voices at home and in community meetings, and can participate in and influence
to observe
decision making.
over the life of
the project
4 What change
d have you seen
over the life of
the project
(100 words
max)

As a result of the intervention, women’s contribution to household incomes is very
vivid. This coupled with community sensitisation campaigns on women’s rights, a
new norm has emerged among the men in the communities to look at the women
differently, as partners in household development to replace the old norm or
regarding women as one of the “domestic assets” that men have. Men are gradually
appreciating and involving women household decisions, and often delegating them
to act on their behalf, further increasing their esteem. Further, as a result of earning
incomes, women have invested in their personal and therefore are able to attend
and contribute ideas in the community meetings with self-confidence and esteem.
Women’s perception of their ability to influence community leaders

4 The change
e you expected
to observe
over the life of
the project
What change
have you seen
over the life of
the project
(100 words
max)

Women have significantly become visible and vocal and are influencing decisions at
local governance levels.

As a result of the intervention, women’s contribution to household incomes is very
vivid. This coupled with community sensitisation campaigns on women’s rights, a
new norm has emerged among the men in the communities to look at the women
differently, as partners in household development to replace the old norm or
regarding women as one of the “domestic assets” that men have. Men are gradually
appreciating and involving women household decisions, and often delegating them
to act on their behalf, further increasing their esteem. Further, as a result of earning
incomes, women have invested in their personal and therefore are able to attend
and contribute ideas in the community meetings with self-confidence and esteem.
Community leaders perception of women’s voice
The change
Community leaders’ perceptions of women’s voices have significantly improved,
you expected
viewing these voices more positively as complementary to fulfilling their mandate.
to observe
over the life of
the project
What change
Community leaders, especially at sub county and district levels, have taken women’s
4 have you seen voices with graciousness. At these governance levels, there are designated officers
f over the life of (community development officers) whose primary job description includes
the project
supporting women to realise their full dignity. Hence, these officers have since the
(100 words
beginning of the project been working with ARUWE in supporting women’s
max)
empowerment as a way of also fulfilling their mandate. These have also been our
entry points and have facilitated easier interfaces with other leadership in the sub
counties and the district. However, in some villages, there are still some remnants of
suppressing women’s voices but these are continually dealt with during community
awareness and sensitisation campaigns using the GALS methodologies most
engineered by the men ambassadors who have been part of this project.

Looking at the data you have across your indicators, what have you achieved against this outcome and
what learning does this give you about the effectiveness of your approach or the issue the outcome is
addressing? (300 words max)
Looking at the data across the indicators, women’s leadership skills have significantly increased. This is
particularly evident in their ability to lead and sustain the VSLAs and cooperative associations over three
years, with big potential of VSLAs and cooperative associations evolving into stronger structures.
Accordingly, this tells us the models and approaches we adopted were effective to realise this outcome:
- We employed a Gender Action Learning Systems (GALS) model to build the capacity of
women. The GALS approach recommends involving men and leaders during project
implementation as women’s allies in supporting women empowerment. Involving
community leaders and men in project implementation has fostered buy-in on their part –
made men participants ambassadors to the communities while participating leaders are
entry points to influence other leadership on women empowerment.
- Piloting women’s leadership skills in VSLAs and cooperative associations has been a big
milestone in exhibiting strong leadership capacities and skills on their part. Women have
sustainably led these structures for three years, enabling group savings to grow to
Ush97,000,000. In addition, they have been very active in searching for better markets and
bargaining for better prices for the produce bulked in the cooperatives, increasing prices by
23%. Women have further engaged leaders in dialogues to influence their decisions like on
land issues, prices and markets, and challenging them to support programs that redress
women and girls’ marginalisation.
As a result of this project, many men and leaders have subscribed to support women empowerment
agendas, ensuring that all forms of discrimination, marginalisation and violation of the rights and dignity of
women and girl children end. Further, women are now taking bigger leadership positions like the new
chairperson of the district land board is a woman; while also more women (particularly project
beneficiaries) will contest during the general elections which are due early next year.
Narrative-based (qualitative) indicators
3.2 What other learning have you gathered from this grant? This could be related to specific learning areas
that were part of your project plan, unintended outcomes that have come out of your project, or learning
about your project’s overall approach. (350 words max)

-ARUWE has learnt that production may not be easily sustained when farmers solely rely on rain-fed
agriculture as due to rampart climate changes, seasons have changes and have become unpredictable.
Hence, as an organisation, we need to reflect on our production approaches and innovate affordable
alternative approaches that can support communities to produce throughout the year, regardless whether
it rains or not.
-Inclusion of men and local leaders during project delivery has been a key milestone in fostering buy-in on
the part of the men and local leaders. Men and local leaders who participated in this project have
appreciated the importance of women empowerment, and have become great allies and ambassadors in
sensitising communities to further promote women’s rights and economic empowerment.
-Communities have appreciated that when women acquire incomes, the standards of living for their homes
and marital relationships improve if both the husbands and wife are counselled to clearly appreciate the
concept of women economic empowerment. Men whose women have participated in the project have
confided that their wives have bridged many gaps and relieved men in household financing, including
providing some personal support to men such as buying clothes for them. On realising this, some requested
their wives to join the project activities and this explains why we got extra 55 women beneficiaries in the
project.
-As VSLA savings are growing, the amounts may overwhelm and risk the safety of the treasurers. Hence,
we need to rethink on VSLA approach and possibly link them to mobile banking services, which are
currently implemented by the formal banking institutions.

4. Numbers of people benefitting directly from your project
4.1 Achievements against your targets - people benefitting directly.
Looking across your outcomes, please tell us the number of people benefitting directly from the project
(N.B. this is not the numbers you have reached or trained but the numbers you know have benefitted. So we
should be able to see a correlation between these numbers and your outcome numbers)
Overall project targets
People benefitting
People
directly this year
benefitting
directly
since the
start of the
project
Type of
people
benefitti
ng
directly

Total

Description

Male Fema Gender Total
le
defined
differen
tly

Ma Femal Gender Total Male
le e
defined
differen
tly

Fem
ale

G
e
n
d
e
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e
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n
e
d
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i

f
f
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r
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n
t
l
y

Core
target
groups

Vulnerable rural farmers living
in 3 sub-counties of Uganda
Total number of people
benefitting from core target
groups
Frontline 3 x agricultural officers
workers
0.5 project coordinator

900

100 800 0

309

36 273

0

955 100 855 0

900

100 800 0

309

36 273

0

955 100 855 0

3

3

0

0

3

3

0

0

3

3

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1 x cooperatives officer

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0.6 M & E officer

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

Total number of people
6
4
benefiting from the frontline
workers
Other
Children of farmers benefitting 3600
groups
from improved nutrition and
benefitti welfare
ng
Total number of people
3600
directly benefitting from other groups
4.2 Diversity and hard to reach groups

2

0

6

4

2

0

6

4

2

0

1170

439
3

1170

Last year you told us the following groups were, or could be, under-represented in accessing or engaging
with your project, and you outlined what you would be doing to address this (please copy relevant text from
last year’s report):
Most beneficiaries participating in the project will have a unique set of personal and household
circumstances that make them particularly vulnerable and therefore in need of the project. The project will

seek to ensure that each beneficiary can participate as in the project fully as possible, however particular
attention and consideration will need to be given to those beneficiaries who have increased household
responsibilities and therefore constraints on their time due to the following reasons:
- High number of dependants in their household (including children, and adults that need to
be cared for)
- Those living with disabilities or long term illness
- Widows / widowers
The project design, timings of trainings and outreach approach will take into account the more limited time
that these beneficiaries have to participate in the project, and ensure that key activities are undertaken at
times of the day when other key household responsibilities do not need to take priority.
The cooperative leaders will be trained to ensure that the cooperatives are managed in such a way as to
consider and ensure the full engagement of all members is possible, with methods for engagement
considered from more vulnerable beneficiaries.
Please outline how successful you been across your grant in engaging under-represented or marginalised
groups? (250 words maximum):
ARUWE’s niche is to work with the most vulnerable women enabling realize their rights, dignity and
economic independence. We remained dedicated to working with vulnerable women in the three sub
counties – Gayaaza, Kitabona and Nkandwa. We targeted married women/men with big numbers of
dependants (75) divorced and single mothers (15%) and widows/widowers (10%). We encouraged persons
living with HIV/AIDS to participate in the project, but due to stigmatisation they are very reserved and
calculative in disclosing their identity. Further, we also encouraged and enrolled 11 persons with disabilities
to participate in the project. Our staff resided within the communities to ensure that they are closer to the
communities to ensure swift hands-on support to the farmers. The staff worked hand in hand with the
CATs, VSLA and cooperative leaders in order to scale up the project activities and their impact to the
communities. We ensured that our staff are transparent, accountable and maintained personal integrity and
complied to our safeguarding policies during their day to day transactions with the communities. Trainings
and other project activities were taken as closest to the beneficiaries as it was deemed practical and
implemented at agreed schedules to ensure that beneficiaries, especially women, also fulfil their domestic
chores. For each farmers’ group, the agriculture officer trained a CATS and assigned them ToT roles. Since
the CATS also reside in the area, beneficiaries are well supported. The structure of CATs was also well

thought as sustainability structure because they remain in the community and continue supporting the
communities beyond the project lifetime.

5.1 Have you delivered what you planned in the past year?
Target
Main activities that were planned for the number of
past year
people to be
reached
1
Conduct project inception and planning
30
meeting with local leaders and
community development officers at sub
county level

2

Conduct project inception meeting with
women groups at village level (new
groups)

300

3

Train 30 groups of 30 smallholder
farmers in agronomic practices and
climate resilient agricultural practices.

300

4

Train and support 900 women farmers
in agroforestry

300

Number of people who were actually
Main activities delivered in the past year
At the beginning of Y3, we conducted three inception meetings
(one in each sub county – Gayaza, Kitabona and Nkandwa). 10
people participated from each sub county (Sub county
chairpersons, sub county chiefs, community development
officers, parish chiefs and sub county councillors for the parishes
where we have implemented the project. During the inception
meeting, we reflected on the progress and impact arising from
the previous activities, reflected on new the new activities and
mobilisation of communities to select new beneficiaries, and
reflecting on the roles of ARUWE and the sub counties to ensure
that the project realises its impact.
After the inception meetings, we worked with leaders to select
the new beneficiaries for Y3, and inducting the new beneficiaries
into the project. We also worked with some of the most
prosperous beneficiaries from Y1&2 to show case and motivate
the new beneficiaries into the project.
Beneficiaries were organised into 10 VSLA/farmers’ groups. We
trained the groups, first in group dynamics, supported them to
elect their leadership, trained them in VSLA skills and
consequently, best agronomic practices and climate change
adaptation and resilience. We trained in various practices –
selection of seeds, land preparation, line planting and spacing,
weeding, pruning, integrated pest management, postharvest
handling, contour farming, trenching, mulching, compost and
energy saving, among others. Trainings were conducted both in
groups and on individual farms by ARUWE staff and CATs with
support from agricultural officers and community development
officers from Kyankwanzi District and from the sub counties. In
addition to the beneficiaries for Y3, we continued to provide
mentorship to farmers of Y1&2.
As part of training farmers in climate change adaptation and
resilience, we trained farmers in agroforestry and further
provided 31,530 tree saplings to the farmers (fruit trees,

30 leaders consulted.

309 beneficiaries selected (36M, 273

309 farmers trained.

309

5

Conduct exposure visits for CATS on the
demonstration farm

30

6

Purchase and distribute quality seed to
farmers.

300

7

Disseminate weather conditions/season
information to small holder farmers

300

8

Link farmers to a revolving loan fund for
additional investment in tools and land.

300

9

Train farmers in land tenure systems,
land rights, land policies and law.

300

hardwood trees and coffee). Each farmer received about in 50200 trees, depending on their needs and capacity. Farmers
planted the trees, and laboured to water them during the dry
spells.
We trained 10 new CATs selected in Y3, and also conducted
38
refresher training for the previous CATs of Y1&2. Part of the
training included taking them for exposure to model farms within
and outside the district to enable them learn practically. CATs
have in turn scaled the knowledge and skills to the farmers thus
supporting them to increase production. 8 farmers were coached
by the CATs to the level that they also became CATs.
We procured and distributed improved seeds to farmers for Y3
(Maize-3000kgs, Beans-7500kgs). As a result, farmers have had
sufficient food from the harvests and sold off the excess to earn
income. Each farmer received on average 10kgs of maize and
25kgs of beans – which was sufficient to plant 2 acres.
In collaboration with PELUM and Environment Alert, ARUWE
955
disseminated weather information as predicted by the Uganda
National Meteorological Authority to all the farmers in their
groups, across the 3 years. This enabled them to plan for the
seasons, as well develop shock absorbers for excessive rains and
drought.
617
We worked with Community Fund MFI to distribute revolving
loans to the farmers (recovering outstanding loans and
disbursing new loans). By end of Y3, 617 farmers had received
the loans, which they invested in agriculture and other
household income generating activities.

10

11

Train farmers in post-harvest handling
methods and provide support with value
adding equipment.
Train cooperative leaders and members
in collective marketing, bargaining,
savings, financial management and
record keeping.

300

300

Farmers were trained and supported to form cooperative
associations. We trained the cooperative leaders in leadership
skills, and the members in bulking and collective marketing,
bargaining, record keeping and managing risks. In order to
consolidate the cooperatives formed in Y1&2, even the old
cooperatives were trained.

Train farmers as cooperative leaders in
management and leadership (85%
women).

30

Support smallholder women farmers
groups with value addition equipment
(Tarpaulins, shellers)

3

Conduct bi-annual review meetings with
project stakeholders

450

Support on farm monitoring visits per
month

900

45 cooperative leaders across the three years were trained in
management and leadership skills, records keeping and business
skills. The trainings also included analysing the risks that the
cooperatives may be prone to and how the risks may be averted
and/or mitigated.
By the end of the project, 3 maize-shellers and tarpaulins have
been given to support farmers in postharvest handling. Shellers
have supported farmers to shell maize grain from the cobs in
short time and at low cost. Tarpaulins have supported farmers to
limit contamination of the harvests with dust/mud during drying.
We conducted review meetings during Y3 with local leaders,
beneficiaries and other actors to share experiences and
learnings. The sharing from the biannual meetings have enabled
ARUWE to improve on the project delivery, improve
programming for future projects as well as generating data for to
inform our reports to stakeholders.
We conducted on-farm monitoring visits were conducted to
ascertain farmers’ level of adopting good agronomic practices as
well as provide advisory services. These were conducted by our
staff and CATs with support from community extension workers
from the district and sub counties. We continued to make follow

45

3

225

955

Training and project support by MEL
consultant

MEL and
Programme
staff

Support bi-annual data collection and
analysis by M&E department

Refresher trainings for MEL/CATS

90

Conduct endline project evaluation
(including data collection and training)

400

Staff Capacity in safeguarding

20

up of the farmers of Y1&2 to enable them consolidate their
achievements and bridge emerging gaps.
SAC have continuously provided ARUWE staff with technical
support to improve our MEL, programming and project delivery
and finance management.
Bi-annual data collection and analysis has been done to support
program staff in monitoring and tracking the different indicators,
especially those tracked quarterly and bi-annually. This activity
was spearheaded by the MEL manager with program staff and
Community Agriculture Trainers. The data was collected using
two methodologies, ie focus group discussions and individual
questionnaires.
38 Community Agricultural Trainers (CATS), across the three
years were equipped with practical skills in agro-ecological
farming practices, good agronomic practices, pest and diseases
control and bio-intensive gardens to enhance food security. CATs
have scaled the trainings to the farmers in their groups and on
their farms to increase production and productivity.
Activities implemented under exchange gain
We hired an external firm (JANDA Consultancy Firm) to conduct
an independent the end of project evaluation. The firm has
already conducted data collection from the communities and
local government structures and have submitted a draft report to
ARUWE for review.
ARUWE staff’s capacity was built in safeguarding. The workshop
represented an effort to strengthen ARUWE’s child safeguarding
standards and practices, so as to proactively address safeguarding
issues in ARUWE’s work. The workshop provided a great
opportunity for staff to learn/refresh knowledge on child
safeguarding as well as reflect on existing safeguarding standards
and practices in ARUWE.

17 staff and 3 volunteers

38

455

17 staff and 3 voluteers

The workshop specifically focused on the following areas:
 Awareness on child safeguarding (concepts, principles
and foundations and legal and cultural frameworks).
 Child abuse in organisations (manifestation, risks and
barriers to effective prevention and action).
 Measures to prevent abuse of children in organisation
contexts (safe recruitment, safe programming, safe
communications and safe behaviour code).
 Response to safeguarding concerns (structures,
procedures and pathways)
Through the presentations, group discussions and brainstorming,
many ideas on how ARUWE’s safeguarding practices could be
improved were generated.

22.

Rolling out GALS in the community

23.

Digitalising MEL data collection

30 groups

16 groups out of the 30 have so far been trained in at least two 16 groups
GALs methodologies such as the Access Control profile, the
Gender Analysis Matrix, the Stereotype ladder and the activity
profile. The group leaders have been tasked to continue providing
the mentorship and training to the other group members. Due to
the COVID pandemic, the process has been slowed down due to
the limitation in movement and number of people to meet per
gatherings. However, we are intentional about continuing the
process of rolling out these trainings to all the groups.
Using the exchange gain, ARUWE MEL system (data collection and
storage)-data management has been digitalized to improve of
data management and timely reporting at different levels. Before,
the data management system at ARUWE was mainly a manual

system but now, ARUWE procured 10 phones, 1 tablet and a
server has been installed to enhance effective data management.
Technical on-going support is still on going.
24.

Redefining women socio-economic
strengthening program indicators

ARUWE conducted an assessment of the entire thematic area
‘Women Economic and Social Strengthening’ where this project
falls. This assessment involved reviewing the MEL system to
identity the gaps and how best to improve on its effectiveness to
enhance reporting. From the assessment, we were able to
establish the gaps that required improvement i.e., indicator
definition and reviewing the entire MEL plan for the organisation.
ARUWE staff were trained in the MEAL concepts to enhance their
capacity in monitoring and reporting. The indicators for this
thematic area were revised and the MEAL plan being completed.

5.2 What (if anything) did you need to change and adapt from your original plans? (300 words max) If you have not already explained any major differences between your p
what you delivered in previous sections of this report, please let us know why and how you changed or adapted your delivery of the project
We made changes in the duration of the project from 36 months to 38 months. This was due to outbreak of the Coronavirus pandemic, which has affected people globally.
2020, there was an intensive lockdown in Uganda which came along with restrictions in movements and meeting big number of people as strict measures to guard against s
the covid-19. This was later eased in June, when the project was meant to end, yet we had pending activities that we were meant to execute during the time the entire cou
nearly under a total lockdown. We are glad, Comic Relief granted us an extension and the permission to utilise some of the exchange gains gathered over time to meet the
during the period of extension. As the lockdown eased since June, we were able to accomplish the all the activities that remained pending at the time of the lockdown.

5. Budget

Please ensure you have uploaded your completed financial report alongside this narrative report. To do this you will need to:



Download the budget from the documents tab for your grant in GEM. Please read the guidance tab as a first step
On the ‘Annual reporting’ tab please complete the relevant blue and orange cells which will include:
 Providing an overview financial narrative for the year in the blue box at the top of the tab, explaining any significant variances against your
budget and the rationale behind any major revisions you are proposing for future years’ budgets
 Entering the amount of income you received this year for the project in the relevant ‘Received income’ column in the first table
 Completing the ‘actual spend’ column for the relevant reporting year in the budget table
 Adding notes in the ‘Notes’ columns to explain major variances or revisions on significant individual budget lines
 If your project takes place outside the UK, add the exchange rate you have used to convert your currencies into the £GBP figures you have
entered in the budget

When the report is due you will receive a task to complete in GEM. Upload the budget file into GEM using the separate financial report upload section.
6. Communications and information products from your project

6.1 Case study: Real-life example of a person helped (350 words maximum)
Please provide us with an inspirational case study (written or video) which highlights the difference your work has made to
someone’s life. We are looking for a concise story, including a brief background to the issue/need you have addressed, how
and why the project helps and the result for the person’s life or the issue addressed. Please include at least one direct quote
from this person. Please also consider whether we might be able to follow up with this person about their experiences (see
the next question, 6.2).

My land secure

My name is Cotilda from Luwuuna village, Gayaza Sub-county. To a farmer like me, land is the most precious resource. I must
say that it is not just the land in itself but the security one has on it that counts.
For a long time, I have existed on my 4.5 acres not knowing its tenure system. Because of this, I was cheated twice by fraudulent
people who claimed to be land lords asking for nominal ground rent which applied to Mailo land tenure.

After the trainings in land rights conducted by ARUWE in 2019, I got to understand that I needed to ascertain the tenure system
upon which my land was. I also got to know that I had a right to get information at our sub county office as well as access and
utilize services such as land surveying, mapping and coordinates, title deed search from our district land office to process my
registration processes. I never knew that even a woman could attain land title certificate in her name. The only ‘legal’ document
I had for the land I am staying and doing all my farm work on was a hand written land sale agreement which was not recognized
in the system.
Through using the services at the land office, I discovered that I was staying on public land and that I needed to follow the
registration procedures pertaining to the public land tenure system in order to acquire a land title certificate. Through the
trainings, I got information on the fees and the steps I needed to take. Our women groups also advocated to have our Area Land
Management Committees to be more available, provide forms needed for registration and supervise the process of surveying.
In November 2019, I started on the process of registering my 4.5-acre land. I submitted my forms to the Gayaza sub county
office. I am now waiting to receive my land certificate.
With my 4.5 acres of land, in season A of 2020, I managed to plant beans on one and half acres and harvested 450 kg. I also
planted maize on 2 acres but harvested 1318kg due to bad weather conditions. In addition, I also planted half an acre of banana
plantation for food security that has helped me during this COVID 19 pandemic. However, the COVID 19 crisis, affected prices
and I actually we did not realize great incomes in our cooperative as it has been in the past season. However, I am gald I acquired
agronomic skills through the trainings which am continuing to apply and I am sure, I will produce better in the next season
although the prices still worry us due to COVID I9 effects.
Without this garden I would have not survived with my six siblings since the prices of maize went down to 500/= per kilogram
compared 1000/= which was the offer before COVID 19 in Kyankwanzi district.

Nevertheless, despite the challenges of COVID 19 pandemic I have sustainably managed to pay bills like for healthy as well as
buying myself a solar panel in the past season.

Kotilda in her banana garden happily looks at one of the banana batch in her garden.

Kotilda posing with her solar panel.

Improved Management of Harvests, fetches more income.

Namukasa Edith is a resident of Kitwara East village in Kitabona Sub County. She is a 49-year-old widow taking care of five
children and solely depends on farming.
Edith was supported with a harvesting materials i.e, tarpaulins to manage her harvest well and avoid losses usually registered
during drying and sorting.
“Managing crop harvest can be a challenge if one does not have a good harvesting materials like tarpaulins and quality sacks to
store grain. This was my case before I got the harvesting materials and trainings in proper harvest management through this
project. During off rainy seasons, part of my crop harvest was usually destroyed by sudden pours when I was drying it on the
ground. It not only got dirty but also mould and part of it became rotten. It was not good for selling as its quality was greatly
compromised. Even when I managed to sell, I got less for my produce because it weighed less. For instance, if the market price

for maize was at Ugx 1000, I could only sell mine at Ugx 380 due to poor handling then. We could only eat the grain after making
flour yet I knew this also compromised our health. In addition, the grains were susceptible to evils because I used very light
sacks for storage. Moreover, the efforts and time spent in drying and sorting were tripled because I spent a lot of time gathering
grains scattered all over the ground. I used to get little pay for my grain because it weighed less due to poor handling. I used to
dry my produce on bear ground.
Coupled with the knowledge in proper harvest management and the post harvesting materials got through this project, I have
less losses harvest now. The quality of my maize and beans has improved in that the maize weighs more kilos and the beans
don’t get weevils. I spend less time to dry the grain which enables me to focus on other work. In addition, I have less back aches
because I don’t do the intensive labour work of bending and picking the scattered grain from the ground for drying.
However COVID 19 have greatly affected my advancement because of price offers which are so low due to lockdown of market
and hence my progression has declined but we trying find other ways of coping up with the situation.

Namukasa Edith in her gardens of coffee and beans.

Edith showing how she dries her beans using a tarpaulin unlike before
6.2 Are we able to speak to this beneficiary or someone with a similar story directly? We may want to follow-up with you
about this case study, if we want to speak to the beneficiary directly about their experiences (either in person or on camera).
Yes

6.3 What our funding could buy: One of the ways in which we try to raise money for projects like yours is to show the public
how the money they donate can make a real difference to people’s lives. Please give at least 3 examples of what any of the
amounts listed below have paid for in your project (or will pay for in the next year). Note who benefits from this purchase, or
why buying this item is important.

If your example does not exactly match the amounts (for example, something costs £3) specify a new value and state what it
will pay for. Please note the example must apply to something Comic Relief funds in your project.
£1

£50

£5

£100

Gives
farmers
access to
an
agricultura
l loan;
essential
for
increasing
their plot
size and
putting
into
practice
their newly
acquired
farming
skills.

£10

£200

£20

£1000

Other

£44

Pays for quality seeds for a family, ensuring they are food secure
and can farm up to 3 acres of land to sell surplus for other family
needs.

6.4 Did you or your partners receive any special recognition this year (e.g. awards)? (100 words max)
The local government always appreciates ARUWE’s work during the district planning and review meetings.

Other

£3

Gives a
female
farmer
training in
basic land
rights;
giving her
the
confidence
and
knowledge
to secure
agricultura
l land to
provide for
her family.

6.5 Please provide links to any key learning resources, videos, blogs or reports that you have produced about your project this
year

6.6 Social media: Please update us on any social media you use or any social media campaigns you are planning in the coming
year
Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/ARUWE

Twitter

@ARUWE
Uganda

Other
6.7 Are you planning any social media campaigns in the coming year, or significant social media activities around any
particular ‘international day of…’?
NO

7. Keeping us informed
We understand that over the lifetime of any grant you’re likely to encounter a range of unexpected issues.
As part of our conditions of grant we ask grant holders to let us know immediately when significant issues arise, so we can work to support you. You should
do this as soon as issues come up. However, every six months, we also ask all grant holders to answer the simple questions below to ensure significant issues
aren’t missed.

Comic Relief has a lot of experience in supporting grantees through changes and challenges so there may be ways we can help you minimise the effect these
changes have on your grant. If you flag anything which we need to follow up on, then your grant owner will get in touch.
Statement

Yes

No

Has your organisation experienced any negative publicity?

No

Are you aware of any allegations that any part of your funding has been
misused?

No

Have there been any changes to your Trustees or your senior management Yes
team?
Have there been any significant changes to key staff working on your grant Yes
(particularly where the post/s are funded by Comic Relief)?
Have there been any changes to your organisation’s finances (or those of any
partner organisations for the grant) which could impact on to the delivery the
funded work? (for example, loss of important income source, deficit in
previous financial year, unexpected costs incurred)

No

Have legal proceedings been instigated against your organisation or any
partner organisations for the grant?

No

Has your organisation, or any partner organisations for the grant, experienced
any safeguarding incidents?

No

Have you made any serious incident reports to statutory regulators (for
instance, to the Charity Commission, Registrar of Companies, Office of the
Scottish Charity Regulator, Information Commissioner’s Office, the
Fundraising Regulator or any NGO regulator)?

No

For any statements where you have ticked “yes”, please briefly explain what has happened – 200 words
ARUWE has new board members after the previous board term phased out and a new MEL manager

8. Feedback on us
8.1 Please tell us about any areas of your relationship with Comic Relief that have worked well and any that
have worked less well and could be improved (max 300 words) (e.g. ongoing management and support of
your grant, contact with us, experience of hosting any Comic Relief visits or taking part in filming/media work)

In June 2020, Comic Relief organized an interactive zoom session on CGI11-What has taken root, where
ARUWE participated and learnt a lot from other grantees. In this session we were glad to share our project
highlights of lasting changes in the lives of the people we work with. Together with other participants, we
explored distinct contributions of small/diaspora organizations and analysed clear ways of creating a more

enabling environment for small/diaspora organizations and how grant makers like Comic Relief could
contribute to this, including beyond funding. This was a great learning opportunity.

